We illustrate that ΛMOND cosmology following from E. Verlinde's emergent gravity idea which contains only constant dark energy and baryonic matters governed by linear inverse gravitation forces at and beyond galaxy scales fit with the luminosity distance v.s. redshift relationship, i.e. d ℓ (z) of type Ia supernovae equally well as the standard ΛCDM cosmology does. But in a rather broad and reasonable parameter space, ΛMOND gives too strong baryon acoustic oscillation, i.e. BAO signals on the matter power spectrum contradicting with observations from various galaxy survey and counting experiments.
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In a last month's work [1] , basing on insights from string theory, black hole physics and quantum information theory, Eric. Verlinde argues that the dark gravity effects observed in galaxies and clusters conventionally attributed to dark matters could be accounted for by the modified newtonian dynamics (MOND hereafter) following from the emergence feature of gravitation and space-time itself. Although Verlinde does not quotient concrete method for modifying the newton gravitation theory, so there is big arbitrarinesses in its prediction possibilities. His idea attracts much attention [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] as well as criticisms [10] due to its potential of kicking the longly non-measured dark matter contents out of our knowledge menus using first principle of quantum gravitation theories.
Historical research works [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] indicate that if at and beyond galaxy scales the square-inverse feature of newton gravitation is enhanced appropriately, e.g. the most simple way of enhancing to linear-inverse laws, then the galaxy rotation curves could be flattened properly just as observation requires. Verlinde argues that this squareinverse to linear-inverse transition should occur for general gravitation systems as long as their characteristic acceleration goes below the magic value,
where H 0 is today's hubble parameter. Since in a matter dominated universe a ∝ t 2 3 ,ä ∝ −a −2 , we expect that the universe as a gravitation system should also experience this square-inverse to linear inverse transition as its scale factor grows beyond
This reasoning immediately brings us two questions urgently. The first is, if the universe consists only of normal matters controlled by this modified gravitation theory and constant dark energy(ΛMOND here after), then * Electronic address: dfzeng@bjut.edu.cn could its late time expansion features still be similar to that observed in the type Ia supernovae's distanceredshift relationship? The second is, could this ΛMOND model reproduce the Λ plus Cold Dark Matter(ΛCDM here after) model's beautiful prediction of large scale structure's evolution and growth or not? At first glance, we may think that this two questions may not be answered properly before concrete MOND formulation thus well-established new gravitational field equation following from the emergent idea is spelled out. However, we will show in the following that this is not the case. According to the standard textbook of S. Weinberg, in an isotropic and homogeneous universe
simple newton mechanic and energy conservation laws are sufficient in determining dynamics of the scale fac-tor a(t). Referring FIG.2 and captions there, according to which the conventional Friedman equation could be derived as follows
while the energy conservation requires
Equations (5) and (6) constitute the full set of dynamic constraints for a(t). Now, let us apply the above method to the MOND theory of E. Verlinde in which the matter-matter attractive force has linearly inverse law at scales beyond galaxies but the matter-dark energy force still satisfies the square inverse law,
We introduce a simple ǫ(a) function here to implement the goal of changing the early time square-inverse law to the later time linear inverse law smoothly, where θ is the usual heaviside step function featured by θ(x 0) = 0, θ(0 < x) = 1. Substituting the above two potential formulas into the conservation equation (4), what we get will becomė
In the case of k = 0 and the matter dominated era, the function a(t) could be explicitly solved out
Considering the fact thatȧ ǫ→0 mond ∝ t 0 → const., while in the standard Einstein/Newton cosmologiesȧ ∝ t − 1 3 → 0, it is very surprising that the strengthened gravitation force does not lead to strengthened deceleration and recollapsing evolutions of the universe. Of course, when the constant dark energy is included, there existing recollapses or not will be relevant with the relative weight of ρ m0 , ρ Λ0 and k. Any way, this fact suggests us that this simple ΛMOND model may have radically different late time expansion features relative to the standard ΛCDM model.
FIG. 2:
Best fitting the 580 data points of the SCP Union2.1 [16] with {Ωm, ΩΛ, H0} as free free parameters in the ΛMOND cosmology by the simple χ 2 -minimization method.
Using equation (10) and the standard definition in conventional supernovae data analysis, we can derive out the luminosity distance v.s. redshift relation in the ΛMOND model,
where we defined
as Ω k > 0,= 0 and < 0 respectively. We are very lucky that the annoying factors r/ǫ r ǫ appearing in (10) could be simply absorbed into the definition of Ω m , so that we can now safely set ǫ = 0 here. Now using observational data complied in the SCP Union2.1 [16] and minimizations of the following χ 2 -function 
The former has χ 2 = 562.313, while the latter has χ 2 = 562.40. Just as we pointed out under equation (11) that the strengthened gravitational force in this model between matters does not make the acceleration of the universe difficult. Instead they make such accelerations more easier so that more less dark energy is need in accomplishing the observed acceleration!
The most big difficult a cosmological model without non-baryonic dark matter may encounter is that, it may lead to too strong baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO) signal on the power spectrum of matter distributions such as those observed typically in 2dFGRS [22] and SDSS [17, 18] galaxy survey and counting experiments. Recalling that in the standard cosmological perturbation theory [19] 
The last two equations follow from Fourier transformations of the linearised Einstein equation. Quantities on their right hand side are just the 1st and 2nd multipole expansions of the corresponding particle's statistical distribution
Unlike Ψ and Φ, all these multipole's evolution is controlled directly by the Boltzmann instead of Einstein equation
The concrete form C depends on the particle type and their mutual interactions. At first two levels, the component equation relevant with the baryon acoustic oscillation readsΘ
Under the so called tightly-coupling limit, Hu and Sugiyama show [20] that this equation array has simple oscillation solution
This is just the baryon acoustic oscillation. It originates from the sound mode oscillation of the relativistic plasma in the early universe. At redshift z ≈ 1000, the recombination occurs so that the big bang plasma becomes a neutral gas and the oscillation stops propagating any further. But periodic spatial inhomogeneity feature it brings continues to exist and evolves to the present time. In the standard CDM model, the baryonic and non-baryonic dark matters coexist even before the recombination, with the former to latter ratio equates about 1 5 . Since dark matters do not participate in the sound wave oscillation, the strength of baryonic acoustic oscillation signals on the power spectrum of total matters observed in the late time universe is very small. In cosmological models such as ΛMOND where non-baryonic dark matters do not exist at all, to explain the smallness of of this signal is the main challenge. In the left panel, we replace the dark matter of ΛCDM with baryonic matters in ΛMOND, while in the right panel, we replace it with dark energy. In both panels, H0 is set as 70km/(s · Mpc).
We explore in the following if modifying the standard Friedmann equation into the form (9)- (10) and letting all linear perturbations evolve in this background the same way as the usual Einstein-Botzmann formulae require brings us suppressions of the BAO signal as required by observations. Our logic is, although we do not know what the full gravitational field equation grows like in the framework of emergent idea, in an exactly isotropic and homogeneous universe its key features are captured by (9)-(10), while its linear perturbation, as long as being second order partial differential equations, would then not deviate from the Einstein perturbations too much.
Under this logic, we integrate the whole system of Einstein-Boltzmann differential equations by the standard code of CAMB [21] . The results is displayed in  FIG.3 and 4 explicitly. From FIG.3 , we easily see that, replacing the conventional cold dark matter with either baryonic matter of MOND or dark energy of cosmological constant both bring us too strong BAO signals on the matter power spectrums measured observationally. Nevertheless, in the former case, ΛMOND and ΛCDM has approximately the same first peak positions on the power spectrum. This is expectable because it could be proved analytically basing on the tight-coupling approximation (29) whose validity has no relevance with assumptions of the ΛMOND model. To obtain a suppressed BAO signal, we try in FIG.4 using Ω m , Ω Λ parameters following from best fittings of the d ℓ (z) relation of type Ia supernovae in the previous section, where spatial curvatures contribute remarkably heavier to the energy contents of the universe. However, even when we let the magic scale factor be a tuneable parameter, we do not obtain the required results. This means that, new mechanisms must be find to suppress the BAO signal in this ΛMOND cosmology to make it a competing model of ΛCDM.
Conclusion: we derive out dynamic equations controlling the evolution of scale factors in a simple ΛMOND cosmology which contains only constant dark energy and baryonic matters governed by linear inverse gravitation forces at and beyond galaxy scales. We find that the model fit with observational data type Ia supernovae's luminosity distance v.s. redshift relationship equally well with the standard ΛCDM model does. However, since no dark matter is assumed, the model predicts too strong baryonic acoustic oscillation signals on the matter power spectrum than the standard ΛCDM does. Nevertheless, ΛMOND has the same position of first BAO peak as ΛCDM does if we replace dark matters in the latter with baryonic matters in the former. So a reasonable mechanism to suppress the strength of BAO signals may be the most urgent ingredient of ΛMOND in its road of growing into competing models of ΛCDM.
